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Introduction
	The following article presents some aspects, both theoretical and practical, for preparation for important sport events and the entire competition season. Special attention is paid to issues which are not well-elucidated in popular Western sport literature. 
	Many practical ideas expressed here are not very new and are used by many coaches, professional athletes and sport enthusiasts all around the world. In fact, this system is used by a majority of elite cross country skiers and marathoners. The physiological foundations of this system can be tracked back 10-40 years to different experiments of German, American, Soviet, Scandinavian and other researches. Allow me to call this system “classic.”
	Thus, the information presented here is a summary of different sources: books, articles, discussions with athletes and coaches of all levels in cross-country skiing, foot- and ski-orienteering (both are popular in Europe and very popular in all Scandinavian countries) and partly the marathon. The author’s goal would be the attempt to present a system for developing endurance so that the coach, athlete or sport enthusiast can understand the basic mechanisms of the system, with the physiological reasons why it works, and, perhaps, use it as a practical application. Also, an attempt is made to form bridges between theory and practice, and describe different tests.  
	It is an interesting fact that the training system is very universal. That means here, first, that the general ideas of the system can be used, virtually, by anybody from sport enthusiasts to professionals or national team members. Second, that although the article pays most attention to cross country skiing, long distance running, foot- and ski-orienteering, the ideas presented here might be useful for many other sports, for example, biathlon, cross country running, long-distance swimming, biking, light athletics, triathlon, etc. where endurance is important.
	It is normal that athletes and coaches of some particular place can form something like a “society” with its particular approach to training. This society can be a club, city, region, country or even their combinations with one or more different sports within it. Each society usually has many years of traditions and own views on the training process. These views can be more or less similar between different societies or even between groups within one society. Very often each society or its part has strong and weak points in its vision, society can also be more or less open or closed towards some new ideas. At the same time, it would not be fully correct to say that athletes and coaches of some society are wrong in their training system or some details even if their training system has serious drawbacks. If something is wrong, that usually means that those who have correct information do not want to share it or are unable to explain it properly. Whatever wrong is done by somebody is done only because they are taught to do so, not because of something that is intrinsically fallacious. As a result of such a general approach, there is a possibility for information exchange and rational discussion of those problems where people disagree.   
	Another reason to publish it here is that very often athletes and coaches have a thought or implication that some group of athletes is strong just because they belong to some nation. For example, now in cross-country skiing it is possible to hear the myth (rumor, feeling or even fear) that Russian women and Norwegian men are simply unbeatable, probably, because of something unnatural. Two strong objections can be made here. First, back in history, it is easy to discover that some years ago people said the same about Finnish women, Italian and Swedish men, going further back, about Russian men, Swedish women, etc. So, historically these beliefs are changeable and athletes from these nations are, indeed, only humans. Second, should any athlete, equally gifted, from any other place, be put into the same conditions as the world leaders have, this athlete has the same chance to be on the top as other team-mates. But since this event is very unlikely and even impossible for large numbers of athletes let us return to the system of preparation.
Theoretical and practical foundations of the system
	Let us imagine a person who wants to achieve his (her) best fitness within several months during some sport event and/or a series of competitions. We shall assume that the closest important event is at least 3-5 months ahead. Also it will be assumed, that the time available for training is limited (e.g., from 4-5 to 20-25 hours per week or from a sport enthusiast to a mature professional). Since a financial point of view is unimportant here, I would call the athlete “professional” if he11 There are two reasons to use “he” instead of “the athlete”: “he” is shorter than ”she” and, unfortunately, the total number of males in sport is still much higher.  has the possibility to train about 12-15 hours per week or more during his most difficult training period. Our main question is: How should the person train in order to perform best at certain time? 
	It would be useful here, at the beginning, to picture the human organism as a black box where all conditions are ideal (perfect nutrition, no illnesses or injuries, etc.) and that the training program is the input, results are the output. The main problem is that there are so many systems which interact with each other that the total development of PS (physical shape) is not evident. At the same time, the ideal highest level in PS requires very homogeneous, almost maximum level for all systems which contribute to result. Thus, should only one system be behind others during the competition, it will definitely affect athlete's performance. 

	In order to find the possible training system I will ask myself questions, sometimes simple, which gradually lead to the ultimate goal. 

Which energy sources are used during physical exercise?
	First of all, imagine that the intensity of exercise is low (e.g., jogging). The athlete can speak and even read during such physical activity. The P (pulse) can be 120-140 beats a minute. This low intensity can be supported by burning almost equal amounts of carbohydrate and fat. But as time runs (1-2 hours) fat becomes a predominant source (over 70%) since the sources of carbohydrate are limited. Indeed, the sources of fat even for slim athletes are enough to perform this activity for days. On the other hand, in terms of speed of energy release, this energy source is slowest. Thus, with increasing intensity of the exercise more carbohydrate is used (again, especially at the beginning of the exercise). Up to some level of intensity the utilization of these sources of energy fully corresponds to the amount of oxygen taken by the organism from air (aerobic metabolism). When the intensity is higher then, at a certain threshold, part of the mechanical work is produced by breakdown of glucose without the presence of oxygen (anaerobic metabolism). 
	
Which physiological parameter connected with oxygen intake is important?
	In endurance sports, the ability to perform for a long time depends on the amount of oxygen which can be used by the athlete per kg of his weight and per min. of exercise. When the intensity of physical work is very high (so that the performance time is limited by a few minutes), the athlete utilizes the maximum amount of oxygen. This value is maximum oxygen intake (MOI) or VO2max. MOI is the chief component of endurance, and the indicator of basic endurance. The more oxygen you can take (per kg of weight and per unit of time), the stronger you are. Indeed, physiological experiments prove that this parameter has very good correlation with sport results. For example, professional male athletes (usually skiers, marathon runners, and orienteers) have a MOI which is over 80 or even 85 ml/kg/min. (milliliters of oxygen gas per kg of body weight and per minute of exercise). 

What else is necessary?
	When the intensity of physical exercise is so high that the amount of taken oxygen is not sufficient, our organisms, as mentioned above, start energy-providing chemical reactions which do not require air oxygen. This process is accompanied by increase of lactic acid (product of glycogen breakdown) in muscles and blood. Two effects are felt and detected during this time: discomfort or even pain (in case of long or very intensive work) in muscles, and decrease in mental abilities. The normal content of lactate in blood at rest is about 1 ml/l (milliliters of lactate per liter of blood). For physical exercises with low and moderate intensity lactate concentration can be 2-4 but it is still almost constant. For more intensive work (competition intensity), when lactate climbs to 4-7, different mental abilities, including analytical, synthesizing, logical skills, short-range memory, deteriorate significantly (e.g., much longer time for problem solving and much higher probability of mistakes). At the same time, one needs about 10 minutes of rest or very light work in order to reduce lactate by half (for example from 10 to 5 in order to think effectively). As a result of too high lactate during a sport event, it is easy for the athlete to make tactical and even serious technical mistakes. Thus, the LRM (lactate reduction mechanism) which helps to lower the level of lactate at high intensities and ML (maximum lactate), the ability to withstand strong physical pain, are of some importance. Together with the main component (MOI), LRM and partly ML form high-speed endurance which defines the athlete’s result. 
	Considering male champions for different distances, for example, in light athletics, it is possible to find that marathoners have the highest MOI values (80-90) and that ML is not very important. For 10 and 5 km, MOI is about 70-80 and the ML is of some importance (12-14). For 3 km MOI is higher than 60 and ML is about 14-16. For 800 and 1,500 m MOI is only 50-60, and ML is highest (16-20). One may note that those who have the same MOI and LRM, but higher ML will have advantage during a finishing sprint.  

Which types of endurance training, according to physiology, can be identified?
The previous observations about lactate concentration permit us to differentiate 2 most important types of training, if the intensity of physical exercise is constant: aerobic and anaerobic. During aerobic training the athlete’s lactate levels remain the same (it is possible, if there is a balance between its production and removal and it works up to lactate 4-7). But, if effort continues at the same high intensity, starting from 4-7 lactate increases continually until physical exhaustion (due to too high intensity of physical exercise with inadequate oxygen energy release). The lowest level (lactate about 4-7) when the organism just starts to irreversibly use limited interior energy sources can be defined as a lower threshold of anaerobic training since its primal effect is LRM and partly ML increase (especially if lactate climbs to nearly maximum values). This threshold intensity can be also defined as the highest intensity for aerobic training. 
	It is also possible to work partly in both areas during a single workout (mixed training). During competitions in cross-country skiing and running, orienteering, biking, etc., the P and lactate at the top of hills is higher than anaerobic threshold. But average parameters of the whole performance are very close to it.

Is the athlete’s ability to perform physiologically defined by this anaerobic threshold?
	Yes, that is the level of performance where oxygen intake corresponds to the maximum aerobic intensity or MAOI (maximum aerobic oxygen intake). In these idealized conditions with sufficient energy sources, the performance of the athlete during long events (e.g., about 1 hour or more) will depend on two components: MAOI and efficiency of energy use. In its turn, the efficiency of energy use depends on interior losses and mechanical efficiency (i.e., athlete’s technique). Since variations in interior losses for a particular athlete depend mostly on his experience and technique (that is a separate subject), the conclusion is: MAOI is the most important single physiological parameter defining the result for any particular athlete.
	At the same time it is clear that MAOI is only part of the MOI, usually about 70-85%. As a percentage of MOI, MAOI% shows the degree of development of the athlete’s high-speed endurance (%). My reasoning for the division  of MAOI into 2 parts, MOI and MAOI%, will be explained later (this division may look artificial). Now we can write:
	MAOI = MOI * MAOI% 
or endurance consists of two components: basic endurance and high-speed endurance (%).

What are the general effects of average intensity of training on these parameters? 
	Following the law of adaptation, it is easy to guess that those workouts which can be performed better with higher MOI will eventually increase MOI. When MAOI% is in demand, it increases.
	The following fact may seem paradoxical. Low intensity endurance training (aerobic workouts) predominantly increases MOI (the higher value) and MAOI remains nearly the same. Hence, high speed endurance (MAOI%) decreases. For high intensity training (when lactate is at the competition level or higher) MOI is almost unchanged, MAOI and MAOI% increase. These are general observations, but the athlete’s previous training sometimes should be taken into account. The conclusions can be opposite in special cases as will be shown later. 

How can the athlete practically between aerobic and anaerobic workouts?
	Clearly, these findings about lactate are too scientific for practical use since lactate is difficult to measure. The P (pulse) is much more convenient. Usually anaerobic metabolism during running, biking, or skating on the level terrain starts at P 160-170. For skiing, anaerobic threshold P is slightly higher due to the larger amount of muscles involved. For juniors, it can be up to 180-190, for very experienced athletes 150 or even 145. Many years ago New Zealand athletics coaches also noticed that another sign of anaerobic threshold is that conversation becomes difficult. The highest possible level of aerobic training corresponds to the speed and pulse when only infrequent and relatively short phrases (e.g., 3-5 words) can be pronounced. 

Which physiological changes can be found after aerobic training? 
	The effect of a single workout in increasing MOI is, of course, very small. This is normal, because there are so many contributing systems. Changes of these systems include improved oxygen transportation (higher strength of lung muscles for higher ventilation, larger lung’s volume and surface area for faster oxygen absorption, higher strength of the heart for higher blood circulation, higher blood’s hemoglobin for higher oxygen intake in the lungs, wider blood’s capillaries and arteries for less resistance, denser capillaries network for less resistance and better supply for muscle cells, etc.). Other changes help to store and transport fuel to muscles (fats and carbohydrates from muscles and liver). In addition, there are changes in systems which remove carbon dioxide and adaptation of the nervous system. One can see a profound effect of aerobic training on the organism. 
	Since these structural changes are so fundamental, it is normal that long time is required for these changes to take place. For example, in order to increase hemoglobin from, for example, 12 to 17 one need about 4-6 months with perfect nutrition and supplements. Other just mentioned components of the basic endurance are equally slow in development, be it lung's, heart's or blood vessels' parameters. At the same time it is reasonable to assume that these changes can be later preserved for long time as well.  Hence, two general conclusions can be made:
1)	it takes months to produce any measurable or significant improvements in basic endurance;
2)	it takes nearly the same time to loose them later, if stimulus for their development became less strong. 

What about anaerobic training?
	In comparison with aerobic training, the effect of anaerobic one is local and, hence, the systems responsible for high-speed endurance (%), that is LRM and ML (mostly pain threshold of the nervous system), are relatively easier to train. This conclusion does not derogate high-speed endurance (%) since its presence is necessary for successful performance.
	Generally speaking, aerobic training develops the systems responsible for oxygen delivery and carbon dioxide removal, whereas anaerobic training promotes other waste recycling and removal systems. 

What are the effects of aerobic training duration? 
	Clearly, the longer you train (up to some level) the stronger you are. In order to be healthy and maintain fitness, 30-40 minutes might be enough. With increasing time one finds two experimental thresholds. 
	For the 1-st threshold, if the intensity of aerobic training is high enough (e.g., P over 130-140), then starting from about 1-1.5 hours of exercise the organism begins to use mainly fat as an energy source (the amount of stored carbohydrate is usually enough for about 1-1.5 hours of intensive work depending on recent nutrition, workouts and recovery). In general, carbohydrate is a more effective energy source compared to fat. But, a surprising fact is that the results of athletes in long events (for example, running marathon) correlate with the amount of fat they burned (!). Thus, during competitions the more fat you are able to use at a fixed given speed the better your result! Taking into account that the amount of carbohydrate is limited, this conclusion does not seem paradoxical. Indeed, winners are usually fresher at the finish and very often can perform more due to higher level of carbohydrate still left.
 	The next threshold corresponds to about 2 hours of training. Several decades ago German scientists discovered two facts. 2 or more hours of training irreversibly (or for very long time) increases the diameter of arteries and, even more interesting, makes the usable artery and capillary network denser. Our organisms have, as a reserve, many arteries and capillaries which may never be used. But, each minute of training over the 2-hour threshold leads to their involvement in blood circulation, decreasing the blood resistance for the heart and creating better blood supply for muscles, a direct contribution in MOI!
	As a result of these findings, most professional coaches and athletes consider the aerobic workouts as physiologically developing only in case when their duration is more than 2 hours.

Which intensity of aerobic training is most efficient?
	It is quite clear that due to the need of proper recovery before the next workout, there is a balance between intensity and duration of exercises. Very long workouts (3-5 hours) require less intensity (with the average P on 30-40 less than anaerobic threshold) and, hence, less demanding from oxygen intake viewpoint, but more demanding in terms of energy requirements. Also, this type of training is effective for the nervous system. On the other hand, it is impossible to have daily aerobic workouts with 2-3 hours duration and with nearly competitive intensity (when P is close to anaerobic threshold) due to recovery limitations. Practice shows that the optimal intensity of daily aerobic workouts corresponds to the average P which is on about 15-20 less than the anaerobic threshold.
	At the same time, this conclusion is not very rigid since different aerobic workouts have different physiological consequences and should be done in accordance with individual and seasonal needs. For example, very long workouts can be done once per 1-2 weeks during basic period, whereas more intensive aerobic training is useful closer to and during the competition period. 
	
Is it reasonable to have hilly terrain (or intensity variation) during aerobic training or does monotonous training on flat terrain have the same effect?
	Practice shows that the higher the level of athletes (running, skiing, orienteering, biking) the more variation they use. Why do they do so? Consider the benefits (physiological, technical and psychological) of 3 different training types with the same duration and average intensity for runners and skiers, as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Benefits of different workout types
	The first training type is with a constant pulse (P-150) and on flat terrain. For the second workout there are hills up to 15-20 m high. As a result, maximum P after reaching the top is about 160 and minimum at the bottom is about 130. The third one has 30-50 m hills, maximum P is about 165, minimum - 120. All these workouts have nearly the same average P and lactate (lactate should decrease to aerobic levels during downhill part).   
	It was established by Germans some decades ago that, if one wants to strengthen the heart during time-limited training, the best way to do it is the following. First, reach P 180-190 as soon as possible, then rest or work easily until P returns to 110-120 (about 1 min.). Repeat as many times as possible. The period when P is decreasing is very useful for heart strengthening (although this interval training does not essentially improve oxygen intake or basic endurance). This explains why professional sprinters very often have very strong hearts with min. P as low as 30 or even 25, even though the physiological changes in the heart for pure monotonous aerobic and sprint training are different. But due to importance of the heart strength in endurance, the third type has the definite advantage from physiological viewpoint. Another advantage is an involvement the LRM (lactate reduction mechanisms). At the top of hills the athlete has maximum P and lactate which are reduced later to aerobic levels. So the main effect is still the same - grow in MOI, since average physiological parameters of metabolism are correspondent to aerobic training. Very long aerobic workouts can be done on the terrain with easier hills. 
	In skiing and running, increasing height variations demands greater variation in technique leading to faster adaptation to the most economical one. Besides, it is necessary for skiers, bikers and orienteers to use at least the same conditions as during competitions. But even for 5 and 10 km runners (not to mention professional marathoners) high hills are normal in preparation.
	Psychologically, it is clear that in spite of some increase in lactate at the top, hills makes long work easier, simply because its more interesting emotionally. Flat terrain is monotonous (another possible negative consequence of such training will be described later). Besides, it is a real mental challenge useful in competitions to learn to distribute effort so that the P is in the appropriate zone throughout the workout. 
	There is one point of practical importance here. When the athlete decides or is asked to train in the hills, the first and, perhaps, normal reaction involves some fear. Later the athlete may force himself saying, “I must do it”. As a result, he pushes too hard and reinforces his negative attitude toward hills, especially if the organism does not have enough recovery time before the next hill. As a result, there is almost continuous increase in lactate and such work is a competition in exhaustion. 
	Some rules should be used. Periodically check pulse at the bottom, on the flat part and especially on the top for 6 or 10 seconds. Each level of hills requires some minimum level of fitness (although walking can be used on hard hills). Hence, choose what is good for you. The stronger you are, the higher hills should be used. Many elite skiers use hills up to 40-70 m high (in exceptional cases, 100-150 m). 
	In general, one should carefully listen his organism and accurately tune it if high hills are involved (we are talking about aerobic training!) since it is easier to become exhausted. 

Are tests necessary for the athlete?
	Very often, the athlete can say to the coach, “I’m tired”. This phrase contains no amount of useful information. On the one hand, the sense of any human activity, physical including, is to be tired, then, to recover and be better. On the other hand, the current level of fatigue can be so high that a surgical operation is only the next step. Thus, without details it is impossible to say how the coach should react, be satisfied and happy, or disappointed and sad. Hence, objective information about athlete’s fatigue, or test results are necessary, if the training program is quite hard. 
	When training program becomes harder (in intensity and duration), the necessity of tests gradually changes from optional to advisable and obligatory because the program approaches the organism’s physiological threshold. It becomes a question of health.
	One may argue that there are some professional athletes who achieved excellent results without any tests. For any such an athlete it is possible to find dozens who have destroyed their health and many those who left this world too early. 
	In addition, it is normal for us to have different emotional reactions which have different effects on PS (physical shape) and motivation, some - opposite. The athlete can be inspired because of some outer event and feel physically great. In this case, it is much easier to train and compete at one’s threshold. The possibility of irreversible damage to health is higher due to weakened awareness of danger. Vice versa, if the athlete is disappointed, slightly depressed, etc. there is a tendency to train less and easier. Thus, only small portion of the physiological potential is involved.
	Another aspect of the same question for the professional athlete is philosophical. Is he able to have a full control of his own actions or he is the toy of his mood? Is the athlete able to face the reality about his own organism? If not, it might be so that he partly lives in a world of illusions creating problems which do not exist and not paying attention to real ones. 
	The last point is connected with athlete’s mental state during important competitions. How can the athlete be sure of his approach to training if he does not have truly objective information about his organism’s development, whereas he knows that some of his rivals may have it?  

From this viewpoint, can we say that it is also important for the athlete to know what he is doing in general during this part of season and a particular workout?  
	First of all, such knowledge helps the athlete to train more effectively, since he knows when and why he should train harder and when he should relax, both in relation to seasonal preparation, during some periods, and a particular workout. In addition, it is well-known in psychology that understanding the organism’s development in response to stimulus can intensify expected physiological effects. 
	Sometimes the athlete does not have a plan for a particular workout. As a rule, that is a sign of losing motivation. Expected improvements become smaller. Thus, it is always necessary for the athlete to know what he is doing during any part of preparation and why. The same can be said about any particular workout, the athlete should know what is the purpose of this workout and what is its place in the system.

Which practical tests can be used to prevent over-training during a single workout?
	The P at the top, bottom of hills, and on flat terrain gives very valuable information. When the athlete is close to the state of over-training during a single workout, the P becomes about 15-20 strikes higher than it was at the beginning of the same workout provided that the intensity or speed is constant. Interestingly, the same differences in P are used as an indicator to stop training in light athletics for much shorter distances (down to sprint). Thus, practice indicates that this difference in P (20) can be considered as a threshold of organism’s positive acceptance of physical loading. 
	Another simple test is to measure the P 1 hour after the end of the training. It should be less than 100. For experienced athletes with lower anaerobic threshold this limiting value can be 90 or even 85.

How does the athlete’s fitness develop in a series of workouts? 
	Let us graph PS (physical shape) of the athlete. For example, PS is the result which can be achieved during some endurance time-trial or competition. We assume that the athlete was after a long rest or post-seasonal recovery. The result of this test will be depicted in time. During a single workout (Fig. 2) PS decreases to about -3 - -20% (depending on the intensity and duration of training) from the initial level. This fatigue forces the nervous system to push the organism to recover. At the beginning this process (recovery) is more intensive, later, closer to the initial PS level less. Here, for simplicity, such strong effects as meals, sleeping, influence of other outer factors are not taken into account. After some period of time (usually about 1-4 days depending on the difficulty of the workout) the effect of super-compensation can be observed (Fig. 2). 
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   	Fig. 2. Simple effect of super-compensation  
The current PS is slightly higher than initial one. Then, after 2-4 days of rest, the same procedure can be repeated with nearly the same increase in the PS. This is the way many professionals trained over 50 years ago. Many enthusiasts do successfully the same now.
	If the next training is to be performed in the conditions of under-recovery, e.g. when PS is, let say, -5%, then the organism is in deeper fatigue for a longer time in comparison with the single workout (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. Effect of super-compensation due to a training series

Because of that the force of recovery becomes stronger with increasing time provided that nutrition and other conditions are ideal. As a result, the series of workouts within the negative PS zone intensifies the recovery process and leads to higher super-compensation after following days of rest.

How long can the athlete be in the negative PS zone and what are the effects?
	At first glance, it appears that the longer the time in negative PS zone the better the physical improvements later. But work in the negative PS zone increases the risk of injury or disease due to decreasing defensive mechanisms. The most common causes are malnutrition, infections, losing motivation or a combination thereof. For example, the importance of nutrition sharply increases with increasing difficulty of the training program. Indeed, different systems (immune system, nervous system, general tissue repair, physiological changes correspondent to recent training) compete for available resources while being surrounded by some waste products.
	In many cases it is possible to discern slight early symptoms and to prevent the development of stress if one knows what is responsible and notices the accompanied symptoms. Just the lack of some single vitamin, macro- or microelement, or enzyme, can, first, manifest itself in some local specific symptoms, second, alter the normal work of neighboring systems, and later affect the whole organism including the nervous system and causing severe stress. Those nutritional components which are connected with resistance to illnesses and heart functioning can produce damage much sooner. Similar ideas relate to the influence of waste products.
	From this point of view, periodic days (e.g., once per week) of full rest or very easy training (recovery) are very reasonable. After these days, PS is usually positive and that is useful for supporting motivation and total recovery. 
	But if conditions are almost ideal and the athlete develops his basic endurance, there is another danger. In practice, about 30-40 years ago runners and skiers found that it is possible to do only 3-5 weeks of nearly daily aerobic workouts finishing with the mental stress they described. After this period of time, as it is more clear now, the athlete usually gets parasympathetic stress. The work is so monotonous, prolonged and difficult that some part of the nervous system starts to quit or refuse to withstand the hardships. It is a normal defensive reaction to prolonged and severe conditions of physiological stress. 
	
What are the symptoms of parasympathetic stress and how and why does it develop?
	Parasympathetic stress is over-activation of the parasympathetic part of the autonomous system of the brain. The parasympathetic system, for example, slows P, dilates the pupil of the eye, and stimulates the flow of saliva. In general, this system helps to pacify organism making transitions to less active states. Parasympathetic stress usually happens under conditions of prolonged monotonous work. This stress is not necessarily the result of physical exercises. For example, it can appear if somebody has to do very monotonous job for a long time (weeks) without activities which require speed, nimbleness, good reaction, intensive variations in P. In sport, it can appear when the athlete has a training program which is greater than about 10-12 hours per week for 3-5 weeks (but other factors should be considered). At the same time, those, who train most (swimmers, skiers, and cyclists) can train during the basic period up to 25-30 hours per week for 3-4 weeks without serious problems with this stress.
	What is very dangerous is that the initial phase of parasympathetic stress can not be felt. Its hidden development usually takes several days before some noticeable negative changes take place, the athlete may start to discern: increasing sleeping time, passiveness or even apathy, sluggishness, losing wish to train and sharp decrease in PS.
	Returning a little bit back, it is clear that monotonous workouts on the flat terrain are more favorable for parasympathetic stress, and on hilly terrain - less.

How the parasympathetic stress can be detected?
	A simple, practical way to detect it is the pulse decreasing test. It requires a pulse monitor or another P-checking device (lap memory watches can be used if one presses the button at each 5th-10th heart strike). For the first variation of this test the athlete reaches P about 170-180 using 1 min. of intensive physical exercise, for example, just before the workout. Then he stops for 3 minutes during which the P is measured for each 5 s. The normal curve during this rest period shows a nearly linear decrease in P (curve 1 on Fig. 4) for about 1 min. and a constant pulse for following 2 min. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic results of PDT1 during different stages of a basic endurance series. 

As the basic endurance series proceeds, for example, after 1-2 weeks the slope of the declining part of the curve becomes higher and the final P lower. These indicate good adaptation of the cardiovascular system to physical work (curve 2). Since the parasympathetic system is responsible for slowing down the P, its slight over-activation leads to the appearance of small hole between two linear parts (curve 3). The parasympathetic part of the brain tries to overcompensate the P in comparison with the value which is appropriate for the current organism’s requirements. Further development of stress causes an increase in the hole depth and length (curve 4). At the state when the minimum P is on 10-15 lower than the following stable P, the stress can start to cause the damage for the athlete. This test was intensively investigated by a researcher who devoted his Ph.D. to this test while working several years ago with the national Soviet swimming team. 100m swimming distance was used.
	There is another test which has the same physiological foundation (pulse decreasing test 2). The athlete checks his resting P while standing, then lies down keeping track of P. Again, in the case of parasympathetic over-activation the P decreases more than necessary depending on the degree of stress. Later the P increases again. This test can be done with lap memory watches. The athlete presses the lap memory button with each 5th or 6th heart strike after lying down.  
	The comparison between the lower value of blood pressure and the P is an additional useful tool. During normal conditions they are usually very close to each other. For example, a resting athlete while sitting has 100/60 blood pressure and 63 pulse. After 3-4 weeks of basic endurance training, the results are 110/75 and 55, respectively. When the difference jumps to +20, this is a definite indicator of this stress. 

How dangerous are different stages of parasympathetic stress?
	A slight degree of stress does not produce damage provided that appropriate measures are taken. But, when the stress is clearly felt, the recovery of the organism can take many days or even weeks before total normalization. Thus, periodical tests (twice per week) to check the presence and degree of parasympathetic stress for professional athletes during basic endurance developing are necessary.
	Some professional coaches, e.g. above-mentioned swimmers, consider the beginning of parasympathetic over-activation not as something negative, but just as a definite sign for the athlete to have a recovery period with much easier workouts for several, usually, 5-7 days before the next developing series of aerobic workouts. From this point of view it is possible to say that slight parasympathetic activation is the modern limit in a series of basic endurance training for some professional athletes.

What practical actions can be taken in order to prevent severe consequences of parasympathetic stress? 
	The following set of recommendations for how to cope with this stress is found in sport medicine: 
reduce amount of training; make them more variable; involve light interval training, games, gymnastics; change environment (go to sea); use light- and airstimulus, strong massage, strong carbon dioxide baths, hardening using sauna and cold shower (or only shower); eat more acidic foods (these are not foods that taste sour or acidic, but foods that acidify the organism, healthy examples would be legumes, grains, dairy and some meat products) and a lot of vitamins and proteins; natural tonics can be used; mental activation training is useful.  Many of these suggestions look very reasonable to follow.

Do anaerobic and interval workouts have their “own” stress?
	If one has heard about the sympathetic part of the nervous system, then the answer is obvious since this system works in opposition to the parasympathetic one. For example, the sympathetic system is responsible for adaptation of different systems and organs as a response to emotional and physical excitement. It speeds up P, produces perspiration, constricts the digestive organs, dilates pupil. Hence, contrary reasons lead to the over-activation of this system. For example, sympathetic stress in a small degree can appear as a result of even a single interval training, competition, or prolonged and active game (soccer, basketball, tennis, etc.). Agitation and nervousness are other contributing factors. Fortunately, this stress is felt immediately. When the degree of this stress is too high (e.g., after several days of competitions or games), the athlete feels that agitation, nervousness are out of his control. He loses appetite, has difficulties sleeping and can not achieve proper relaxation. In this case, recommendations, some of which are opposite to the above-mentioned, can be used: reduce amount of training; make them more monotonous; do not involve intensive training, games; use relaxation gymnastics and very easy pleasant games; change environment (go to mountains); use light ultraviolet radiation treatment, light massage, baths with bromine or valerian, light sauna, warm shower; eat more alkaline food (good examples are fruits, vegetables, and sprouts) and a lot of vitamins (no proteins); natural sedatives can be used; relaxing mental training is helpful.
	For this stress the combination of current feelings, mood and other above-mentioned factors are accurate indicators. To get full confidence one may use following tests. 
	First, the degree of sympathetic stress can be defined as the difference between the maximum P after transition from lying to standing position and the stabilized P (about 1 min. later). Second, the same test (lower blood pressure/P) which gives the information about parasympathetic stress can be performed. When sympathetic stress develops, P becomes significantly higher than the lower value of the blood pressure. For both tests the difference which should be considered as dangerous depends on the individual (thus, the same tests at normal conditions are valuable for comparison), although it is usually close to 20.

Is it possible to maintain the balance between both stresses using, for example, both main types of training during a long period of time (3-4 weeks or more) in order to train more?
	As it is easy to see, a series of aerobic workouts is likely to be accompanied by parasympathetic stress, whereas interval training, games and competitions (due to additional, purely psychological agitation) - by sympathetic stress which, thus, may be partly associated with lactate.
	If there is a balance between parasympathetic and sympathetic systems, then the athlete (after the same 3-5 weeks) can have another type of stress which is connected with fatigue of the frontal part of the brain. Since this part of brain supplies psychological energy for any type of activity, including physical, this fatigue can be called as a GPF (general psychological fatigue). Development of above-described stresses at later phases also produces GPF. This type of fatigue is relatively easy to feel, since its development leads, for example, to disability of normal training. The reasons of GPF are probably quite similar to parasympathetic stress because of the same refusal of the nervous system to withstand severe and prolonged conditions which are accompanied by brain and energy exhaustion. 

Are there any tests to check GPF?
	The orthostatic probe, perhaps, the simplest test to check it. Among different variations of this test, the one which has 1 min. intervals gives the most accurate results. First, the athlete measures his P in horizontal position at rest (best, in the morning immediately after awaking) during 1 min. Second, the athlete stands up and waits for P to stabilize for 1 min. (to exclude the effects of the sympathetic system). And third, he measures his P during the following minute when his P is constant. The good difference between these values after a day of recovery is about 5-10, 15 is acceptable and over 20 requires changes in the training program. 
	The Conconi test (it will be described later) shows that overtraining increases P by 15-20 in comparison with normal conditions when the athlete performs the exercise with the same intensity. That, in general, means that the samel intensity of training in the conditions of GPF lead to the P values which are higher than the normal ones on 15-20 beats per minute.
	Another test is connected with direct measurements of tiny electrical potential between the forehead (the frontal part of the brain) and some body part, usually an arm. This test needs specialized but inexpensive equipment and gives better results (e.g., incubated flu or another infection can be detected).
	The conclusions about these stresses suggest that the length of a training series with nearly daily developing workouts should not be longer than 3-4 weeks.  

Which physiological influences are encountered if a training program includes different types of workouts?
	First of all, the general influence (the direction of organism’s development) depends on the proportion of aerobic and more intensive types of work. Here, any work with the lactate and P higher than the anaerobic threshold will be considered as intensive. Thus, competitions, time-trials and interval workouts with average P and lactate correspondent to anaerobic metabolism are examples of intensive workouts.
	Athletes and coaches know that the physiological influence of intensive workouts is much stronger than usual aerobic ones of the same duration. Precise values were determined by researches who studied training programs of world class, elite marathon runners several years ago. The best competition results, as well as the greatest growth in MOI during the basic period, were obtained by those runners who had the lowest proportion of intensive training (about 5% of the total volume in hours, where intensive training time includes not only the accelerations themselves during interval training but also those recovery periods when P visibly decreases) during basic period. The least successful athletes had about a 20-30% portion of intensive workouts. The same is observed when analyzing training plans of national elite skiers. Finnish researchers found that the highest MOI increment corresponds to the training program in which intensive work occupies not more than about 5-10% of the total volume. When skiers had 20-25% of intensive work, their MOI started to decrease. These results indicate that the approximate physiological threshold is about 15%. If the total portion of intensive workouts is less than 15% (5-10% being ideal), then the main physiological development for a training series is growth in MOI (basic endurance). If it is higher than 15% (especially 20-25%), then MAOI% is increasing. 
	These conclusions may not be valid if changes in volume are too large. For example, if an athlete developing basic endurance (e.g., 5% intensive training) trains only half as much during the second month in comparison with the first one, his MOI would likely start to decrease at the end of the second month. As another possibility, MOI will increase, if a slight increase in a portion of intensive workouts is accompanied by sharp increase in volume.

Now it seems logical that one of the ways to prepare for competitions is to develop basic endurance first, and high speed endurance later. It is also quite clear that the total volume should gradually increase during the basic period to have a constant growth in MOI and decrease towards and during competitions, with an increase in average intensity (i.e. accent on development of high-speed endurance). Recovery with supercompensation for competitions is also necessary. This can be considered as a definition of the classic training system. An alternative here is to keep a closer balance between both types of endurance during almost the whole season and vary mostly the volume. Many female marathon runners do the latter. 

How can PS increase if the athlete develops, first, mainly MOI, then LRM and ML?
	Aerobic changes are more resistant to increases and decreases. Let us imagine that the athlete, first spent time developing basic endurance (for example, 2-4 months). Later, after the highest level of MOI for this season is achieved, he can start to develop more high-speed endurance with an increase in PS (although during this time aerobic training should remain in the program). Experimental results for skier indicates that after sufficient aerobic training MOI will even decline slightly for 3-4 months (during pre-competition and, especially, competition periods), but PS will continue to grow because of an increasing contribution from MAOI%. The name “pre-competition” period used here means the period when the athlete develops mainly high-speed endurance (15-20% of total volume) with some aerobic training. The “competition” period is the time when special aerobic training occupies less than half of the total volume (about 25% or over of intensive work). Very often, there is no sharp boundary between these periods.

How important is the duration of these periods and proportion of more intensive workouts?
	For the basic period, the more the time and the greater the proportion spent developing basic endurance (without stress and down to 5% intensive work) the better the final result, MOI, he will get. Psychologically, it is difficult to train mostly aerobically for more than 3-4 months (the lack of competitions and absence of visible positive changes in PS can decrease motivation). Generally speaking, when the athlete starts to develop mainly high-speed endurance the length of time that basic endurance can be maintained (or decline slightly) is nearly the same as the time of its development during the basic and pre-competition periods (see above), provided that many aerobic workouts are maintained during the pre-competition period. After this time, usually at the end of the competition period, MOI has a sharp decrease due to lack of the physical stimulus (aerobic training) to some minimum level which is close to the starting level and depends mostly on the previous initial MOI, age of the athlete and the total amount of aerobic work during this season. This decrease is the organism’s response to lowered aerobic demands during the competition period in comparison with demands which existed during the basic period. Also, it is not possible to simultaneously compete and to prevent this decrease (in order to do it one should again have at least the basic period training volume). As a result, after the athlete has achieved his PS peak, the following decrease in PS is due to losing basic endurance, MOI, until a new minimum seasonal level in MOI is reached. This sharp decline can happen within 1-3 weeks. Thus, the basic period and partly the pre-competition period can be considered as a time of accumulation of special properties (basic endurance) which are to be spent, to some extent, during competitions. 
	Those athletes who have too high PS at the beginning of the competition season (usually due to basic period which was too intensive) are not able to maintain the same level until the end of the season since basic endurance, MOI, will be lost too soon (commonly referred to as peaking too early). In practice, this process is accompanied by psychological discomfort or even withdrawal that makes the situation for the athlete even worse.

Can an approximate estimation of seasonal PS for the classic system be made?
	If attention is paid mostly to basic endurance (with about 5% intensive training), then the increase in PS (or MAOI) is only 2-4% during the basic period, whereas the MOI increment can be as high as 15%. These results were received for elite marathoners. Developing high-speed endurance later, while gradually decreasing volume and increasing the proportion of intensive workouts to 25-30%, the athlete can have a stable, nearly linear increase in PS during pre-competition and competition periods (3-4 months) in the order of 10-15% due to significant increase in MAOI%. Thus, the classic system leads to peaking at the end of the competition period.

Which alternatives are available during the basic period?
	During the basic period the athlete can develop mostly basic endurance, as it is described above. An alternative here is to develop both basic and high-speed endurance during the first period by keeping 15% balance and later, reducing the volume and slightly increasing intensity, to have stable PS during entire competition season. This can be considered as a definition of the "intensive" training system. 
	The intensive system can not achieve maximum level of the basic endurance since nearly equal attention is paid to high-speed endurance during the basic period. On the other hand, it gives stable PS that can be maintained during following 3-4 months. That can be valuable when the competition season is long and there is no necessity to be much stronger at the end. 
	Let us consider simple math for both systems. For the classic system, MAOI linearly increases after the basic period from, for example, 2% to 12%. The same athlete, using the intensive system, can get stable MAOI increase during the same 3-4 months of the order of 6-8%. In practice, for the classical system, the athlete would not get such 2% increase at the end of the basic period. His time-trials would show lower values due to under-recovery from previous exhausting sessions since such aerobic program is more demanding from energetic view-point (almost continuous lack of carbohydrates, plus slow muscle tone and other effects of the parasympathetic system which are negative for the current results).  Good results at the end and after the basic period need about a week of rest which interfere with the whole idea of classic preparation.  
	It is also possible to develop a training program between these two extremes, depending on the above-mentioned factors. For those, who think about long term goals (for example, juniors), it would be sensible to have a shift towards basic endurance development during all phases of preparation. The main result here is greater values of minimum MOI and MAOI after the end of competition period, although PS during important competitions can be lower than the possible maximum.

Which ideas are used in order to distribute the volume and intensity of training within, for example, a typical week of the basic period?
	For the classic system the average intensity of such week should be about 5-10%. Let us assume that day 7 is a day of rest. It would be sensible then to have the longest workout (and the most difficult one) just before the day of rest (day 6). Obviously, even for professionals it would be too exhausting to have progressively more difficult (developing) training sessions from day 1 to day 6. Thus, a day of partial rest (supporting aerobic training not developing one) is required in the middle. It can be either day 3 or 4.  Since the second half of the week already has the hardest day (day 6), it is preferable to have day 4 as this easy day. Thus, the general structure of the week can be presented as 3+1+2+1. Having 5-10% intensity means that one day should be devoted to interval or intensive training. 
	One particular arrangement became popular for elite marathoners, cyclists, and skiers. The most intensive day is day 2 and the distribution of volume is given by Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Possible daily distribution of training volume and intensity.

	What is also taken into account here is that the developent of the organism is not the same when days are interchanged. For example, consider 2 cases:
Case 1: day 1 - interval training, day 2 - basic endurance training, day 3 - rest.
Case 2: day 1 - basic endurance training, day 2 - interval training, day 3 - rest.
	Assuming that both cases have exactly the same workouts, case 1 develops mainly basic endurance, while case 2 high-speed, as both, practice and experimental results indicate. Indeed, the direction of recovery is different according to the most recent previous stimulus.

Can the basic period be very short or even eliminated?
	What is important to understand is that under no circumstances can MAOI be higher than MOI. Hence, there is no way to the top without basic endurance. At the same time, very experienced athletes at the end of their careers may have very short basic period (e.g., 1 month), since, with increasing age, increments in MOI during basic period become smaller. Moreover, the athlete may start his preparation from the pre-competition period (over 15% of intensive work). In this case, his basic endurance (MOI) during the season will be nearly the same, but MAOI% (and, hence, MAOI) can be shifted from, for example, 70 to 80%. Thus PS can be improved, although the realization of his potential is only partial.  

Which alternatives are available after the basic period for the classic system?
  	Let us imagine that the basic period (2-4 months) has finished, the athlete has maximum basic endurance. If he immediately starts to use too much intensive training (e.g., 30% of total volume), he will achieve his maximum PS sooner and loose it sooner (within 1-2 months after the basic period end) due to decreasing basic endurance. If there is a pre-competition period (1-2 months) with sufficient aerobic training, then the total length of the period with high PS can be longer. When PS is at a maximum or starts to decrease, the athlete should perform almost the same amount of aerobic work which he did during the basic period in order to maintain basic endurance. But this is possible only with a nearly complete suppression of anaerobic development and current PS. Thus the best way to delay this decrease in PS is to have some aerobic workouts (3-4 times per week during pre-competition period, 1-2 times during competitions) with good recovery after interval workouts and competitions. When PS decreases (at the end of competition period), very few aerobic workouts (e.g., once a week), easy recovery training and rest before competitions are only reasonable solutions to maintain PS.

What is “recovery training” and how it works?
	It was shown experimentally, that in order to intensify the process of recovery after very intensive training or competition, the professional athlete should do easy training for 30-50 minutes (e.g., jogging with P 110-120). It can be done almost immediately after the event or/and the same evening if the event is in the morning and energetically exhaustive (especially about 1.5 hours and more). Recovery training is particularly effective when there is a series of events without sufficient rest between them. The idea of recovery training is a normal consequence of the “active rest” principle. For example, too much sleep definitely retards recovery.
	There are, perhaps, several reasons behind its usefulness. It was found that the organism can get rid of remaining lactate much faster if recovery training is done. In addition, this type of training pacifies the sympathetic part of the nervous system normalizing organism functioning (including sleeping and appetite). An additional effect is concerned with the total reaction to physical work. Since almost any workout during the basic period and many others later in the training program are progressively more stressful, the nervous system, following the law of conditioned reflex, accepts the situation of training as a cue for additional recovery intensification (with the brain’s implication that any workout needs good recovery).
	From this point of view, the classic system presents an example of useful application of the conditioned reflex for the athlete. Indeed, during the basic period, with its demanding aerobic workouts, the nervous system is taught to veiw physical work as a stress which requires serious response to recover. Then later, the use of recovery training is the stimulus which is considered by the nervous system as a sign to activate the mechanisms leading to additional super-compensation.

What can be said about the improvement of sport technique from the viewpoint of the classic system?
	Let us imagine a person (not necessarily an athlete, but even a musician or circus artist) who has to prepare for some difficult technical exercise, trick or artistic presentation. He has the same problem from a technical viewpoint: How to do the best in future, if several months is given to prepare?
	Using the laws of learning, the following procedure is most effective and popular.
	First, for weeks or months, the exercise should be performed quite slowly in order to fix the correct order of activation and relaxation of muscles, their interactions, relative forces and angles between moving parts. If the exercise is too difficult it can be broken down into smaller components putting these pieces together later. What is very important here is to do it absolutely right, even if it is done very slowly. Later, when the nervous system has fixed this exercise in the brain as an acquired pattern, the exercise can be performed faster and faster without technical mistakes. Conscious attention to the exercise become smaller and smaller. Some time before the contest or show the same exercise can be performed even faster than it is required for the event. Just before the contest in order to have more relaxed nervous system and an additional emotional interest to performing (which may lead to inspiration), the person can rest more than usual.
	One can see striking similarities between the preceding paragraph and the classic system. The basic period is very good time to learn the correct technique. There is no hurry. Besides, special technical workouts can be easily inserted in the training process. During the pre-competition period, when the correct technique has been more or less fixed, the speed becomes higher. Closer to competitions, the speed can be even higher than necessary (interval workouts). Eventually, good rest just before the event is necessary.
	
Which psychological points are taken into account in the classic system?
	One point (the conditioned reflex) has been discussed above. Another point is that the ideas of technical performance are strongly connected with psychological preparation. 
	When there is something technically wrong during the competition, it is very difficult to find a boundary between technical and psychological contributions to this mistake. Some sport psychologists even believe that if some complex technical action can be correctly or ideally performed only once, then the same performance can be repeated at any time and place if one’s psychological and physiological states are optimal.  
	Comparing the classic and intensive systems, one can notice that the classic system requires more will power and determination both during the basic and pre-competition periods when visible changes (or PS) are not very high but some deeper processes take place. This system rewards the athlete later during his most important events. Hence, this system teaches the athlete to work towards remote goals in spite of current temporary difficulties.
  
What specific practical recommendations can be made to female athletes?
	The problems connected with female hormonal changes have been approached from different directions in Western countries and the former USSR. The majority of publications in the West are about the influence of such factors as body fat, age, training volume and intensity on the menstrual cycle. Higher body fat and age and easier training are considered to be positive factors for the normal rhythm of the cycle. 
	Imagine that a young female athlete from a Western country, who is slim and carefully chose her parents (with high MOI), wants and can be a champion but now she has some menstrual problems (e.g., amenorrhea) especially when she trains harder. Turning to scholars of authority she asks them about her practical actions. She hears, “Be fat,” from one corner, “Train less,” from another and, “Be old,” from the third. The problem is that she wants to be a champion.
	Should this athlete be born in the former USSR, more practical recommendations can be found. About 15-25 years ago independent groups of researchers published the following similar results for regularly training female skiers up to the national level. 
	All women investigated could be divided into four groups. About 70% of them had moderate discomfort during menstruation, 20% - serious, less than 10% - small, and very few (1-3%) - nothing at all. Let us consider, first, the results of different tests for the largest group (70%). During menstruation and intensive physical work, their EKG showed a tendency towards something what is called a heart attack. The effect in majority of cases was not dangerous for health, but it clearly indicated that the heart was not able to accept normally intensive physical loading (hence, no positive training effect). It was also noticed that intensive training during menstruation leads to elongation of the cycle and additional blood losses. 
	Physical performance in all types of activity (from an all out sprint to a long distance race, different physiological tests) is quite consistent in percentage among athletes with the stable cycle for the same period of the cycle. If 100% is the maximum result during the best days of the cycle, then starting 1-2 days before menstruation and up to 3-5 days after the result (of almost any physical test) is about 90% (10% worse). During the post-menstruation phase PS climbs to about 97-98%, just before ovulation it goes down again to the second minimum (about 95% during ovulation), and for the post-ovulation and premenstrual phases the result reaches its maximum, 100%. 
	The same tendency was found for other groups. For those who had serious discomfort, physical fitness could be as low as about 80% just before and during menstruation. The group with the small discomfort had only 5% decrease for this phase. Very few women (less than 3%) were able to perform on the same level or even better just before and during menstruation. 
	In general, although the athletes had more incidents of amenorrhea than untrained women, the average cycle for most successful athletes was about 30-31 days and very stable. It was shown that these athletes did not train hard just before and during menstruation (due to earlier studies and coaches’ recommendations). Moreover, special measures were often taken in order not to have important competitions during the most unfavorable part of the cycle. Perhaps, it is possible to say that they were successful because they had a normal cycle. And they had a normal cycle due to special changes in training. 
	Practical recommendations for those having discomfort were made. First of all, it is absolutely necessary to have a normal or nearly normal menstrual cycle (even if one should: a) rest for 1-2 months or more in order to achieve it; b) get a special hormonal treatment; c) train easily later, gradually building volume and intensity). Second, during the worst part of the cycle any intensive work and work involving absolute force and shaking should be excluded from the training program or done much easier. Only low intensity exercises developing basic endurance and stretching (due to the hormone that is released by the organism at this time and that favors stretching) are useful. Third, during ovulation the same decrease in intensity is desirable. Other phases do not need special attention. 
	Later it was suggested that two general approaches are possible in relation to the menstrual cycle. First, the female athlete can adjust the existing training program to the cycle with the above recommendations. Second, the program can be based on the menstrual cycle. 
	Based on these findings, one may conclude that ideally, qualification competitions for females should be arranged about 1 month (4 weeks) or 2 months (less preferable) in advance of important events. Otherwise, it may happen that one athlete can be stronger than another during qualifications only because of the opposite effects of the cycle. Selected for competitions, the first athlete can have there poor results because of menstruation, whereas another one, while sitting at home, can be in much better shape. 
	The female organism has the unique possibility of childbirth. As a result, the organism has a special biological clock. It is clear that this must be taken into consideration. To have hard training during menstruation for the majority of female athletes is nearly the same, from the point of view of physiological benefits, as to train hard immediately after a good meal or when one has a cold. 

Which special physiological tests, in addition to the results of events and time-trials, can be done in order to define the seasonal development of the organism?
	On way is the direct periodical measurements of MOI and MAOI (about once a month) which need special equipment.  
	The Conconi test can give valuable information too. The procedure is as follows. The athlete performs 8-10 intervals, about 1 min. in average, with constant speed during each interval and slightly increasing intensity from one interval to the next, so that at the middle of the test (5th or 6th interval) his speed becomes higher than during competitions (anaerobic threshold). Usually, in light athletics, a 400 m track loop is used as the interval. During each interval the average P is measured. A “Sport-tester” pulse monitor is very useful here. The results (circles) plotted on the speed-pulse diagram (Fig. 6). What can be noticed is that for the first 4-6 dots there is a linear relationship between P and speed. Another line connects the points for the other intervals. 
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Fig. 6. Conconi test diagram. 

	When the athlete is in the aerobic zone, his P increases proportionally to speed (the amount of oxygen intake is proportional to the blood circulation). When the organism starts to use interior sources of energy at high intensity (anaerobic metabolism), another line is observed. The intersection of lines, or a bend (inflection) point (point A) for the curve, is the anaerobic threshold. If one knows the minimum energy requirements in order to maintain the speed corresponding to point A, one can define the so-called theoretical MAOI (the difference between theoretical and practical MAOI represents the interior losses and losses due to performing technique which were discussed at the beginning). It should be noted here that real oxygen intake, including absolute maximum, also depends on the slope of the surface for running (measured MOI is maximum for 5-7% up-hill). In general, the more muscles involved in the particular activity and the better the athlete’s adaptation to the type of test, the higher the MOI. 
	If we assume that oxygen uptake is proportional to the speed for anaerobic metabolism too, then for any anaerobic P it is possible to define the contribution of purely anaerobic energy metabolism which leads to lactate increase. Such a contribution to the maximum P is the distance between points C and D. Indeed, point C corresponds to the continuation of the aerobic line (dashed line); point D - to the real anaerobic requirements. Hence, it is possible to define the hypothetical speed of purely aerobic metabolism for the maximum P. Knowing the power for this speed (abscissa of point C), the theoretical MOI can be defined. Thus, one can obtain the theoretical value of MOI which is indicative of seasonal physiological changes.
	Assuming that the abscissa of the intersection of the lines (point A) is PS (or high-speed endurance) and the abscissa of the right end of the hypothetical continuation of aerobic line till up to the maximum P (point C) is basic endurance, the seasonal changes for the classic training system can be predicted.
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Fig. 7. Seasonal changes in Conconi test results for the classic system.

	Let us assume that curve 1 on Fig. 7 corresponds to the beginning of the basic period or the minimum level of fitness after the previous season. In the middle (curve 2) and the end (curve 3) of the basic period the anaerobic threshold (point A) moves down and a little bit right indicating significant improvements in the cardiovascular system (the same speed can be supported by lower P) and small increase in PS. At the same time the movement of MOI point (point C) in the right direction shows essential increase in basic endurance. Curve 4 (end of pre-competition period) indicates large growth in PS. Basic endurance during this time remains almost unchanged. The maximum PS (curve 5) is achieved at the end of competition period. By this time, basic endurance (MOI point) moves left (or decreases). Also, the maximum MAOI% during such preparation is for curve 5, when the PS is best. 
	After the season the minimum results are somewhere near curve 1. For juniors, they can be shifted towards curve 2 (total improvements). Whereas with aging or general decrease in training, MAOI and MOI points can finish their loops on the left side from the initial positions on curve 1.
	The Conconi test can be performed by runners, cyclist, swimmers and some other athletes using the same type of performance as during competitions in order to get accurate results. Since it is done on the flat surface, the theoretical values of MAOI for runners will be slightly lower (on about 5) than in the laboratory. If a skier attempted the running test, the results can be very different from reality since running usually occupies less than 10% of the total volume during skiing pre- and competition seasons.
	There are two reasons why the Conconi test is useful for athletes. First, it helps to define the most efficient individual training program. Usually, it takes 7-10 years for athletes to find their optimal program analyzing previous programs, results and individual feelings. The Conconi test can reduce this time about two times. Second, this test gives valuable information about necessary changes in the training program especially in the presence of other stressful situations (illnesses, exams, etc.) during a season.

Can the athlete feel the seasonal changes during his preparation?
	Very often the athlete is able to estimate roughly his PS when doing intensive or even aerobic workout. During the basic period, while performing of time-trial the athlete feels that he may be capable of increasing his speed but it would cause serious accumulation of fatigue and his result would be worse. Whereas, later, during competitions, he feels that he is producing nearly maximum possible power with relative ease. Indeed, during the basic period the physiological area detrimental for performance (between MAOI and MOI, where lactate has fast increase) is about twice as large as that during the competition period. Thus, it is much easier to maintain optimal competition speed during the competition period in comparison with the basic period.
	An additional contribution to this effect can be ascribed to improvement in the athlete’s technique and psychological state.
	Another aspect of these processes is related to the ability to work with nearly maximum intensity, with nearly maximum oxygen uptake. The maximum possible time during which such intensity can be maintained is defined by the speed of lactate accumulation. This speed is proportional to the difference between MOI and MAOI. One may see from above that this difference is very large for the beginning of the basic period and becomes even larger towards its end. Hence, the speed of lactate accumulation is high. At the same time, improvements in maximum lactate during the basic period are quite small, if any. Thus, the duration of activity with maximum P is short. The athlete feels that his very high-speed performance time is short during the basic period due to very rapid onset of fatigue.
	During the pre-competition and, especially, competition periods the speed of lactate accumulation for this maximum intensity becomes smaller and maximum lactate increases due to numerous special interval workouts. Thus, the athlete becomes stronger for activities which are much shorter in time (down to 2-5 minutes) and more intensive than maximum aerobic work. In other words, he feels his increased strength even for much shorter distances.
  
	Now it is easier to see how and why the classic system works. Let us picture the organism as a combination of numerous oscillating jumps (organism systems) with different importance and periods of oscillations. Each jump has its own contribution to the total result depending on the current position of this jump. 
	If the athlete does not act appropriately, then his PS during important competitions is a sum of accidental processes. If the athlete understands how they work, he can load each jump in sequence in accordance with its parameters and a competition’s timing. At different times the athlete pays attention to different organism systems. First, he develops the system which is slowest to respond, basic endurance. Later, he starts to develop, high-speed endurance (with the accent on different components at different moments), then (last week), systems which store energy. In addition, he should take into account the predictable positions of many other jumps during his important competitions (his most active daily hours, altitude, meals, menstruation for women, technical and mental states, etc.). When all jumps are at their maximums in proper time and place, they can toss the athlete sky-high (maybe not in comparison with all others but definitely in comparison with unprepared performance).
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2010 Update. It is beyond any doubt, that when one of the simplest and easiest ways to increase VO2max and greatly enhance long-term endurance is to change one’s breathing pattern or to breathe slower and lighter (reduced minute ventilation and breathing frequency). There are 2010 articles that describe this effect. They can be found on the website www.NormalBreathing.com

